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ABSTRACT: The addition of a single sheet of carbon atoms
in the form of graphene can drastically alter friction between a
nanoscale probe tip and a surface. Here, for the ﬁrst time we
show that friction can be altered over a wide range by
ﬂuorination. Speciﬁcally, the friction force between silicon
atomic force microscopy tips and monolayer ﬂuorinated
graphene can range from 5−9 times higher than for graphene.
While consistent with previous reports, the combined
interpretation from our experiments and molecular dynamics
simulations allows us to propose a novel mechanism: that the dramatic friction enhancement results from increased corrugation
of the interfacial potential due to the strong local charge concentrated at ﬂuorine sites, consistent with the Prandtl-Tomlinson
model. The monotonic increase of friction with ﬂuorination in experiments also demonstrates that friction force measurements
provide a sensitive local probe of the degree of ﬂuorination. Additionally, we found a transition from ordered to disordered
atomic stick−slip upon ﬂuorination, suggesting that ﬂuorination proceeds in a spatially random manner.
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especially for electronic applications.8−10 Besides changing the
electronic band gap, functionalization also inﬂuences friction
signiﬁcantly. Previous AFM measurements revealed that
ﬂuorinated graphene (FG) has much higher nanoscale friction
than pristine graphene.11 This was attributed to a ﬂuorinationinduced increase in out-of-plane stiﬀness.12 In another study,
FG was locally heated with an AFM tip to form reduced FG
channels. These channels exhibited both higher conductivity
and lower friction after reduction.13 Beyond ﬂuorination,
hydrogenation and oxidation of graphene were also found to
increase friction.14−16 This behavior, observed in a humid
environment, was attributed to a change in surface hydrophilicity, although the local hydrophilicity for hydrogenated and
oxidized graphene was not measured.14 Dong et al.15 observed
in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that friction increased
more than 20-fold as graphene was progressively hydrogenated;
further hydrogenation then led to a decrease. These results are
consistent with the experiments of Ko et al.,17 showing that
various functionalized graphene monolayers exhibited higher
friction forces compared to pristine graphene. However, the

riction, the force resisting the relative motion of two bodies
in contact, is often controlled by the atomic-scale details at
the sliding interface. For example, nanoscale friction is
substantially altered by controlling the molecular tilt of a lipid
monolayer1 or by varying the mass of the terminating atoms on
a surface.2 It was also shown that by adding a few atomic layers
of graphene, friction between an atomic force microscope
(AFM) tip and a silicon surface was drastically reduced to
values that were thickness-dependent: friction decreased
monotonically as the number of layers increased.3,4 This was
found to be caused by thickness-dependent puckering of
graphene around the tip.2 More recently, friction and adhesion
anomalies were reported for both graphite and graphene: a
negative eﬀective friction coeﬃcient,5 sliding-history dependent
adhesion,6 and signiﬁcant friction hysteresis for loading versus
unloading directions,7 which are related to the chemical and
mechanical state of the surface and the sliding history. Tuning
the atomic details of a surface has thus emerged as a promising
way of controlling interfacial friction and adhesion, which
inevitably requires a better understanding of the correlation
between surface atomic structure and friction.
The functionalization of graphene has attracted much
attention recently as a means to engineer its intrinsic properties,
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friction on load, thus we used linear ﬁts to determine the
eﬀective coeﬃcients for FG and graphene, denoted μFG and μG,
respectively. We ﬁnd that μFG was ∼6 times larger than μG for
this sample.
We then examined samples exposed to systematically
increased ﬂuorination times, ﬁnding that friction on FG
increased monotonically with ﬂuorination time (Figure 2b).
Raman spectra collected after the friction measurements (see
Figure 2c) conﬁrmed that the degree of ﬂuorination increases
with XeF2 exposure time, as seen by the suppression of the 2D
peak and the emergence and broadening of the D peak. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on identically treated
samples show an increase in the atomic F/C ratio of freshly
prepared FG samples from 0.05 for a 1 min exposure to 0.7 at
20 min.20 Thus, the friction enhancement depends directly and
sensitively on the degree of ﬂuorination of graphene. For
samples exposed to XeF2 for 150 s or longer, Figure 2b has a
slope of 0.28 ± 0.02 min−1, indicating that each unit increase in
friction ratio corresponds to 3.6 min of exposure or roughly a
13% increase in F/C ratio based on recent XPS studies.20
Previously, increased capillary adhesion resulting from the
increased hydrophilicity of graphene oxide compared to
graphene was proposed to be the mechanism for enhanced
friction observed on graphene oxide.14 Because the relative
humidity was always kept very low in our AFM experiments
(<2%), this mechanism is unlikely at play here. In addition,
because FG is more hydrophobic than graphene,21 one would
expect a reduction in capillarity and thus a reduction in
frictional forces.
Recently, the theoretically calculated stiﬀness and the friction
force were found to increase in tandem for hydrogenation,
ﬂuorination, and oxidation of graphene, respectively,11,12,22
suggesting a meaningful correlation. The authors hypothesized
that because the increased ﬂexural stiﬀness correlates with
increased frequency of ﬂexural phonons, higher friction may
somehow result from more eﬃcient energy dissipation. One
physical feature not taken into account in this analysis is that in
any elastic system, increased stiﬀness reduces contact area and,
correspondingly, friction.23 Furthermore, for pristine 2D
materials including graphene, the increase in bending stiﬀness
with increased number of layers was used to explain why
friction decreases with increasing number of atomic layers.4
This mechanism occurs because for either suspended graphene
or supported graphene on weakly adherent substrates thinner
samples more easily pucker (deform out-of-plane) to adhere to
the tip, increasing contact area and friction. As expected, the
eﬀect vanishes when out-of-plane deformation is suppressed in
graphene supported on highly adhesive, atomically ﬂat
substrates.4,24 Because the out-of-plane ﬂexural rigidity of FG
is higher than that of graphene,9,11 a diﬀerent mechanism is
needed to explain the present results.
We carried out MD simulations of a nanoscale tip sliding on
graphene sheets with various degree of ﬂuorination, including
pristine graphene, C8F, and C4F (see Methods Section).
Figure 3a shows the variation of friction with normal load for
these simulations. Consistent with experiments, friction on all
FG samples is much higher than on pristine graphene; the
eﬀective μFG/μG ratio ranges from 7.3:1 to 8.0:1. We did not
observe any signiﬁcant increase in puckering of FG compared
to graphene (Supporting Information Figure S2). This excludes
puckering4 as a mechanism for the observed friction enhancement.

MD simulations were for a vacuum environment, while the
experiments were performed in ambient conditions, so the
behavior may be related to the inﬂuence of ambient species
including water vapor.
Furthermore, FG is the fundamental layered unit of graphite
ﬂuoride, common solid lubricant;18 in its fully ﬂuorinated state,
FG has been considered as a 2D analogue of Teﬂon.9 The
importance of ﬂuorinated carbon systems, coupled with the
ongoing interest in the strong dependence of friction on
ﬂuorination and other functionalization chemistries motivate a
more systematic investigation to better understand the
underlying friction mechanism(s) of FG.
Here, friction between AFM tips and graphene ﬂuorinated to
varying degrees was measured, veriﬁed with Raman spectroscopy, and further studied with MD simulations. Fluorinated
graphene samples were prepared using the technique described
by Robinson et al.10 The selective ﬂuorination, shown in Figure
1a−c, allowed us to interrogate pristine graphene regions
alongside ﬂuorinated regions using friction force microscopy
(FFM) (see Methods Section).

Figure 1. Preparation and characterization of patterned graphene
ﬂuoride. (a) CVD graphene growth on Cu foils; (b) graphene transfer
and lithographic patterning on SiO2/Si, followed by exposure to XeF2
gas; (c) photoresist removal and AFM characterization at the
boundary between G and FG. (d) Optical image at the boundary
between G and FG after 10 min XeF2 exposure; (e) AFM friction
image at the boundary region in (d). Friction measured on FG
(brighter region) is approximately 7 times of that on G (darker
region); insets show high-resolution AFM images measured in the
corresponding regions (see Supporting Information for more details).
Inset scale bars represent 1 nm for G region and 2 nm for FG region.

Figure 1d shows a typical optical micrograph at a boundary
between graphene (G) and FG of a patterned ﬁlm on a SiO2
(100 nm)/Si substrate. Optical contrast arises from the
insulating nature of ﬂuorinated graphene10 compared with
pristine graphene. Within the ﬂuorinated regions, we also
observed small dark-colored islands, which are isolated
graphene multilayers, as reported previously.10 AFM friction
data collected across a graphene−FG boundary (Figure 1e)
clearly shows that friction on FG is much higher than that on
graphene (by a factor of ∼7 for this sample; applied load was
∼1.25 nN). In contrast to the regular atomic-lattice stick−slip
friction observed in the graphene regions, only irregular
discrete stick−slip events were observed in FG regions (Figure
1e, insets). This suggests that FG is not as ordered as pristine
graphene.19 Furthermore, the well-ordered stick-slip in the
graphene regions shows minimal contamination from processing.
To quantify frictional diﬀerences, we located the probe at the
graphene−FG boundary and scanned repeatedly along a
horizontal line crossing that boundary while ramping the
normal load from high to low values. Friction versus normal
load (data (Figure 2a) revealed nearly linear dependences of
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Figure 2. (a) Friction versus normal load data for pristine (red data points) and ﬂuorinated graphene (600 s exposure, black data points) obtained by
AFM scanning over a G/FG boundary. (b) Ratio of measured coeﬃcient of friction (from linear ﬁts to respective friction versus normal load plots)
between ﬂuorinated graphene and graphene, as a function of ﬂuorination time. Labeled vertical lines indicate speciﬁc stoichiometries determined
from XPS for corresponding ﬂuorination times. (c) Raman spectra of graphene with various degrees of ﬂuorination. As the exposure time increases,
the intensity of 2D peak is suppressed and the D peak emerges indicating that graphene is becoming more and more ﬂuorinated. Spectra were
collected after the friction measurements (a few days after fabrication).

Figure 3. Results from MD simulations. (a) Friction as a function of normal load on pristine graphene, C8F, and C4F. Inset: snapshot of the
simulated system showing the tip, sample, 2D ﬁlm, and a schematic representing the lateral spring used to represent the cantilever. (b) Corrugation
amplitude of the potential energy as a function of atomic content of ﬂuorine on graphene from the simulations in (a). Insets: contour maps of the
tip−sample potential energy for the same samples. Each map is shown for an area of ∼0.7 × 1.0 nm2. The color scale for all three maps ranges from 0
to 0.87 eV. Location of ﬂuorine atoms are partially indicated by green spheres.

plotted it against the atomic ﬂuorine content (Figure 3b),

We then calculated the interaction energy between the tip
and the sample as we varied the tip position. Three contour
plots representing the spatial variation of tip−sample
interaction energy for pristine graphene, C8F, and C4F are
shown (Figure 3b, insets). We extracted the local amplitude of
the potential energy variation (the energy corrugation) and

illustrating a strong dependence. For example, at 0 nN applied
load pristine graphene exhibits a corrugation of only 12.9 meV,
while the corrugation of C8F is 206 meV, 15 times larger. Table
1 in Supporting Information lists the corrugation values, and
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simulations and experiments in the arrangement of F atoms,
both are consistent with the hypothesis that ﬂuorination greatly
increases friction because of the corrugation induced by
localized charge.
In conclusion, friction between silicon AFM tips and
graphene is greatly enhanced by ﬂuorination, consistent with
previous studies. Friction increases monotonically with
ﬂuorination in experiments, demonstrating that AFM is a
sensitive tool for characterizing the chemical state of ﬂuorinated
graphene. This eﬀect is attributed to signiﬁcantly altered energy
landscape experienced by the tip due to ﬂuorination. Static
friction rises in proportion to this energy barrier in accordance
with the Prandtl-Tomlinson model.
Methods. Graphene ﬁlms were grown on copper foils using
chemical vapor deposition,29 then transferred to SiO2/Si
substrates.10 Transferred graphene samples were coated with
a photoresist layer that was then patterned via optical
lithography. Samples were then exposed to XeF2 gas with
various exposure time ranging from 60 to 1200 s at
approximately 30 °C in a Xactix XeF2 etching system at 1
Torr XeF2 and 35 Torr N2 carrier gas (in pulse mode). As the
coated regions were protected by photoresist, only the
uncoated regions were ﬂuorinated. After XeF2exposure, the
resist was subsequently removed in a short (∼1 min.) acetone
soak. After resist removal, pristine graphene regions are
interrogated by friction force microscopy (AFM) side-by-side
with ﬂuorinated regions. For AFM measurements, an RHK
UHV 350 AFM and an Asylum MFP-3D AFM were used, and
the ﬂuorinated graphene samples were continuously purged by
clean, dry nitrogen (relative humidity measured to be <2%).
The force sensors were silicon probes from Mikromasch
(CSC37 type) with force constants calibrated by Sader’s
method30 and a diamagnetic lateral force calibrator.31 Raman
spectroscopy measurements were performed with an NTEGRA
Spectra system (NT-MDT) with an excitation laser wavelength
of 532 nm.
In the MD simulations performed in LAMMPS,32 a
hemispherical Pt(111)-terminated asperity consisting of 1,626
atoms was sliding over graphene or FG supported by a stepped
Pt(181) surface consisting of 5,280 atoms at 10 K of low
temperature. The stepped Pt(181) surface qualitatively
mimicked the atomic-level roughness of the SiO2 substrate
used in the experiments. The radius of the Pt tip was 2.3 nm,
and the size of the Pt substrate was approximately 10 nm × 6
nm × 1.2 nm (length × width × height). Periodic boundary
conditions were enforced at the edges along lateral directions.
In our simulations, the interatomic interaction in ﬂuorinated
carbon systems was described by the reactive force-ﬁeld
(ReaxFF) potential33 and the charge transfer eﬀect was
considered by the charge equilibration (QEq) method34 at
every MD step. The temperature of the system was controlled
by the Berendsen thermostat, which rescales atom velocities
every time step (each MD time step Δt = 0.5 fs). The normal
load was controlled by adjusting the initial tip height from the
ﬁlm, and the topmost three layers of the tip atoms were allowed
to move only along the sliding direction to prevent rotation of
the tip during sliding. A virtual atom is introduced at 40 Å
ahead of the tip and connected through a linear spring (K = 80
N/m) to mimic the lateral compliance of the AFM system. The
speed of the virtual dragging atom was set to 2 m/s in all cases.
The lateral force experienced by the spring was recorded at
every 0.1 ps during the simulations. The peak values of lateral
forces, that is, the static friction force, were used for comparison

the ratios with respect to pristine graphene, for the three loads
depicted in Figure 3.
The relationship between friction and corrugation has been
extensively discussed.25 The underlying physical behavior is
explained by the Prandtl-Tomlinson (PT)23 model that
describes a spring-coupled entity sliding in a rigid onedimensional sinusoidal potential at zero temperature. A
transition from smooth, low friction sliding to unstable, higher
friction occurs when the corrugation energy along the sliding
direction E0 exceeds ka2/2π2, where k is the lateral stiﬀness of
the tip−sample contact (k accounts for elasticity of the
cantilever and the contacting materials), and a is the lattice
constant. In the stick−slip regime, the static friction Ff (the
force at which slip occurs) is equal to πE0/a. Indeed, for the
MD results, aFf/πE0 is in the range of 2−5, consistent with the
idea the PT model is a reasonable framework. We deem the
MD simulations to be reliable, as they reproduced the
experimental ﬁnding of greatly increased peak friction with
increased ﬂuorination. While care should be taken in comparing
MD simulations with AFM experiments, Li et al.26 recently
showed very good agreement between energetic parameters,
speciﬁcally the corrugation, extracted from MD simulations and
well-matched experiments.
The enhanced corrugation is readily explained by the high
electronegativity of the F atoms. The highly localized negative
charge over F atoms as well as their protruding above the
carbon basal plane leads to a strong local variation in the
interfacial potential energy at ﬂuorinated sites. Indeed, density
functional theory calculations27 have recognized that the
electrostatic interaction originating from the polarized bonds
between carbon and functional groups will dominate over the
van der Waals interaction by altering the potential energy
surface that in turn aﬀects the friction behavior accordingly.
Our results are also qualitatively consistent with the
aforementioned MD simulations of hydrogenated graphene
by Dong et al.,15 who predicted that partially hydrogenating the
upper surface of graphene will increase friction, although no
experimental data in vacuum have been reported to verify this
result. They found that increased friction was unrelated to
changes in adhesion or ﬁlm elasticity, but rather was due to
increased potential corrugation induced by the H atoms. Fessler
et al. reported that hydrogenation increases friction for
graphene and attributed this increase to hydrogenation-induced
contamination. Cleaning the surface with the AFM tip reduces
contamination and hence decreases the friction.16 Here, we
extensively scanned the area of interest prior to friction
measurements. We therefore do not expect this cleaning eﬀect
to aﬀect the observed friction contrast.
The regular distribution of F atoms on graphene adopted in
the simulations led to friction traces and energy corrugation
maps that exhibit ordered patterns (see Supporting Information
Figure SI-3 for details), in contrast to the disorder seen in
experiments. Simulating model disordered FG samples gives
qualitatively similar conclusions. Friction forces depended on
the speciﬁc arrangement of the disordered F atoms, which is
unknown experimentally, thus limiting the current simulations.
(See Supporting Information Figure SI-4 for details.) It has
been shown using generic atomistic simulations and a scaling
analysis that for atomically ﬂat surfaces disordered surfaces
exhibit higher friction than ordered surfaces that are otherwise
chemically identical.28 Indeed, the results of Dong et al.15 show
that disordered arrangements of H atoms can greatly increase
friction on graphene. Therefore, despite diﬀerences between
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because this depends directly on the energy corrugation
according to the Prandtl-Tomlinson model.
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